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BLT chair

Our challenge will be to ensure that shortterm improvements are consistent with
our longer-term vision, whilst retaining the
unique atmosphere that makes BLT such a
special place.
The quick wins we are likely to prioritise
include re-roofing the theatre, improving
access and upgrading the public toilet
facilities (and to the relief, literally, of the
actors backstage too)!
2. Fund-raising

I

n the September issue of Spotlights,
I briefly mentioned our plans for BLT’s
future and in particular, the theatre
building itself.

The theatre board is intent on keeping you
up to date about what’s going on now and
over the next few years – so here’s some
further information. We will continue to
keep you informed over the coming months.

All BLT’s (non-performing) activities will
coalesce around three key connected areas:
1. Building Development

We have been in negotiation with our
landlords over a new five-year lease – a
process which has taken much longer than
we had hoped. Both parties are now ready
to sign, so hopefully this will happen very
soon. The new lease not only secures our
future for the next five years, but also
allows us a further 30-year extension
subject to our meeting specific provisos
(which have already been agreed in
principle).

This is hugely important for BLT because it
gives us peace of mind that we will be able
to stay in our home for many years to come
and that it will continue to be available for
the enjoyment of future generations of
people who love our theatre.
Securing this long-term lease also means
that we can re-develop the theatre building
and make some long overdue improvements.
We are working with a firm of specialist
architects on a feasibility plan to significantly
re-configure the existing building layout to
make the space work better and provide us
with more flexibility.
This work is still very much at the discussion
stage; it would be phased over several
years to ensure we don’t overstretch
ourselves financially, or disrupt too
many of our activities.
However, in the short term, there are
important quick (well, fairly quick) wins
that we want to initiate to improve the
experience and facilities for everyone –
backstage, onstage and for our audiences.
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If you’ve read this far, you’ll probably be
saying “that all sounds great, but where
will they get the money?” Good question –
and one we have been discussing at length
over the last year or so. We have some
reserves which will be enough to get us
started and cover some development costs,
but it will not be nearly enough for us to
realise our longer-term vision for the
theatre. So, unless we find a generous and
very wealthy benefactor, we will need to
raise significant funds – probably in excess
of £1 million, in tranches over the next 510 years. We have a huge range of talent
and experience at BLT, but as yet we don’t
know of anyone who has the knowledge,
network, experience and background to
help us draw up and implement a fundraising plan. So, if you, or anyone anyone
you know, could help us in this context,
please do contact anyone on the board.
3. Marketing

We will aim to tie our marketing activity
in with our fund-raising work and promote
BLT and its message to as diverse an
audience as we can. In the short term,
we are looking to re-design our website
to create a more dynamic and engaging
experience for everyone.

We are also reviewing the future of
Spotlights, our in-house magazine.
An important part of this review will
include seeking your own views and
requirements in the future and we have
included a questionnaire in this edition of
the magazine which we encourage you to
complete and return to us (by 16 December
2016 please – see page 9).
Finally, a call to action

We are starting out on a long and exciting
journey, but we need as much support as
possible if we are to realise our aspirations
for the theatre. This will be a huge project
for BLT and, we want to democratise
participation in these improvements as
much as possible.
You don’t have to be on our board, our
playgoers committee or even a member to
get involved – and even if you can’t help:
can you think of someone who can?
Please email us at:
board@bromleylittletheatre.org •
– Jane Buckland
COVER:

Bethan Boxall and James Mercer in
BLT’s September 2016 production of
Rules For Living
Photo: Amy Jenkins @ Understudy Photography

Key contacts
Call: 020 3189 1690
for box office, membership and key contacts
enquiries (but not for booking tickets).
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Noticeboard
Latest News

Previews
Fri 11 - Sat 19 Nov 2016 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 13)

Wed 23 - Sun 27 Nov 2016 at 7.45pm
In The Bar

Fri 9 - Sat 17 Dec 2016 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 11)

Casts from the past

I

n the last edition of Spotlights, we
published a photograph from the BLT
archives of a 1980s production of What
The Butler Saw but we knew not who were
the actors in it. Thanks to Colin and Stella
Martin, Brian McEwan and Tony Unseld,
we can now reveal that the actors were
(from left to right) Anne Bowbrick, Ian
Batt, Paul Davies (also BLT chairman at the
time and community dentist; the white coat
is probably his own!), Nikki Corfield, Brian
McEwan and Scott Clifton-Lucy. The show
was directed by Roger Chinn.

Fri 11 - Sat 19 Nov 2016 at 7.45pm

Kindertransport
by Diane Samuels

Directed by Jessica-Ann Jenner

In The Bar

Wed 23 - Sun 27 Nov 2016 at 7.45pm

Foxfinder
by Dawn King

Directed by Stevie Hughes

Fri 9 - Sat 17 Dec 2016 at 7.45pm

Into The Woods

by Stephen Sondheim & James Lapine

Kindertransport Foxfinder

Into The Woods

Fri 13 - Sat 21 Jan 2017 at 7.45pm

Directed by Jessica-Ann Jenner

Directed by Pauline Armour

Directed by Pauline Armour

2017

by Diane Samuels

The 39 Steps

January 1939: Eva Schlesinger, a young
Jewish girl is placed onto a train in
Germany and sent to England to escape
the threat of the Nazis. Haunted by the
shadow of the ‘ratcatcher’ from her
favourite story book and the guilt of her
own survival, Eva arrives in Manchester
to begin a new life. Over thirty years later,
a young woman opens a box in an attic in
London. Inside is a photo of Eva Schlesinger
that will change her life forever.

by John Buchan. Adapted by Patrick Barlow
Directed by Wayne Sheridan

In The Bar

Wed 25-Sun 29 Jan 2017 at 7.45pm

Colder Than Here
by Laura Wade

Directed by Phil Cairns

Fri 10 - Sat 18 Feb 2017 at 7.45pm

The Heresy Of Love
by Helen Edmundson

Directed by Mark Bullock
Fri 10-Sat 18 Mar 2017 at 7.45pm

Jumpy

by April De Angelis

Directed by Colleen Batson

In The Bar

Wed 29 Mar-Sun 2 Apr 2017 at 7.45pm

Double Top

by Ron Rose (see Auditions – page 8)
Directed by Jessica-Ann Jenner

Fri 14-Sat 22 Apr 2017 at 7.45pm

Power

by Nick Dear (see Auditions – page 8)
Directed by Hilary Cordery

Fri 12-Sat 20 May 2017 at 7.45pm

People

by Alan Bennett

Directed by Mike Darbon

In The Bar

Wed 24- Sun 28 May 2017 at 7.45pm

The Breath Of Life
by David Hare

Directed by Mike Weaver

Except for In The Bar shows,
there are no performances on a Sunday.



Encouraged by the response we received from the What The Butler Saw pic, we decided to
publish another (see above). We think it’s from a production of Alan Bennett’s Habeas
Corpus. BLT staged this show in 2010 and 1987, but we guess it’s from the 1977 version.
Can anyone shed light on who the actors are? •

As an estimated 600 children wait without
their families in the refugee camp in Calais,
hoping that families will take them in,
Diane Samuels’ play, first published in
1995, has never been more relevant.
CAST

Helga : Hilary Cordery

Dennis Packham

Hey, Mr DJ …!

Eva : Edie Nelson

It is with great sadness that we report
the death of Dennis Packham, a stalwart
of BLT for many years, a fine actor and
a truly lovely man who was loved and
admired by all who knew him.
Our thoughts go out to his family and
especially to his
widow, Nikki,
who is also a very
active member at
BLT and at other
community
theatres. A full
tribute will
appear in the
next Spotlights. •

erek Jacobi and Anne Reid have,
together, released an album of
romantic songs entitled You Are The Best
Thing … That Has Ever Happened To Me.
Both actors starred in the highly successful
TV series, Last Tango In Halifax and both
have made
appearances
in interview
at BLT in the
last couple of
years, as the
star attraction
in various
fundraising
events. •

Faith : Nomi Bailey

D

Noticeboard

Evelyn : Julie Binysh
Lil : Heather Wain
Ratcatcher : Richard Stewart •

by Dawn King

by Stephen Sondheim & James Lapine

In a strange but familiar England, the fox is
considered dangerous enough to destroy
civilisation itself and must be eradicated at
all costs. Part champion, part secret
policeman, the government-appointed
‘foxfinder’ suspects that an infestation is to
blame for the Coveys’ farm falling behind
in its required quota. His relentless and
invasive questioning puts a huge strain
upon the couple as their beloved farm is
threatened with confiscation. Past
tragedies are pulled into the present but
when the ascetic foxfinder himself begins
to be haunted by unfamiliar desires, his
rigid self-discipline starts to unravel and
the true nature of the ‘fox’ is inevitably
revealed.

This Sondheim musical unites the tales of
Cinderella, Red Riding Hood, Rapunzel, Jack
And The Beanstalk and Sleeping Beauty,
with an original story of a childless baker
and his wife who are informed by a
magnificently malicious witch, that their
barrenness is a result of her curse.
The couple can only undo the spell by
journeying into the woods – that scarily
inviting place where protections and
inhibitions are removed – retrieving
key items from various fairy tales in
the progress. But each of the storybook
characters wanders off-path and into one
another’s stories, muddying the morals and
restoring the fairy tales’ original dark and
unpredictable bite.

CAST:

CAST includes:

Directed by Stevie Hughes
Orwell’s 1984 meets Miller’s The Crucible!

Musical director: Kate Drakard

Dawn King’s gripping and unsettling
parable is a dark exploration of belief and
responsibility, and a study of how much
we are willing to sacrifice for ‘the greater
good’.

Energetic, thrilling, wonderfully witty and
inventive, Into the Woods not only entertains,
but questions the perpetual dream of the
‘happy ending’ – and warns that we should
be careful of what we wish for.

Samuel Covey : Matt Sharp

Judith Covey : Megan McGery

William Bloor : Alex Scotchbrook
Sarah Box : Heather Phelps •

“… the most compelling new work I have
seen this year.” – The Guardian

Josh Williams Ward, Bethan Boxall,
Chris DePury, Kate Drakard, Dan Ryan,
Maxine Edwards, Claire Kingshott,
Jessica-Ann Jenner, Howie Ripley, Sophie
Gissing, Richard Gissing, Max Pritchett,
Tony Jenner, Claire Darlington, Jaimi
Keemer, Alison Green, Jan Greenhough,
Stevie Hughes, Heather Wain, Jessica
Vautier & Niamh Clark. •

To BOOK:
Booking opens to non-members:

11 October 2016

Visit: www.BromleyLittleTheatre.org

or Tel: 0333 666 3366

Booking opens to non-members:

9 November 2016



Review

Rules For Living

September 2016
Photography:
Amy Jenkins @ Understudy Photography

“Boxall was delightful and brought great energy and comic
physicality to the stage, which was a pleasure to watch.”

James Mercer, Felix Catto, Bethan Boxall,
Martin Phillips and Debbie Griffiths in BLT’s
September 2016 production of Rules For Living.

W

e’ve all been there: the family Christmas
Day from hell. Everyone tries really, really
hard but there comes a point when something
(or someone) snaps and all hell breaks loose;
‘Bedlam’ to quote the aptly named card game
of the 2nd act of Sam Holcroft’s Rules For Living.
Director Jane Buckland’s production brought this
familiar scenario hilariously to the BLT stage.



But the production was much more than a
gloriously riotous comedy. Intriguingly, we
got to see the characters’ motivations, their
internal ‘rules’, via a brilliantly designed, realtime dashboard on set – top marks to set
designers Jan Greenhough and Olivia Kennett

and lighting and sound technicians Emma
Christmas and Simon Tyrell-Lewis for bringing
this wonderfully to life.

So, when we read the first rule, “Matthew must
sit to tell a lie” and Matthew duly sits down to
tell his girlfriend he loves her, the audience
laughed uproariously but also cringed; we were
privy to information which we shouldn’t have had.

Sticking with Matthew, James Mercer gave a
convincing portrayal of a man hopelessly in love
with his brother’s wife but trying desperately to
conceal it. I wasn’t totally persuaded that he was
or had ever been a “fatty” but that didn’t detract

from a fine and very funny performance as the
lawyer who had only ever wanted to sing.

As Matthew’s girlfriend Carrie, Bethan Boxall
played a working-class actress trying hard to fit
in with her boyfriend’s middle-class family, but
struggling somewhat, particularly given that one
of her rules required her to “stand to tell a joke”.
Boxall was delightful and brought great energy
and comic physicality to the stage, which was a
pleasure to watch.
Martin Phillips played Matthew’s elder brother
Adam, a once talented cricketer who had bottled
it. To hide his inadequacies, one of Adam’s rules

required him to “effect an accent in order to
mock” - which Phillips managed with great skill,
using an impressive range of voices. I wasn’t
quite as convinced by the emotional depth
of the scenes of marital discord with his wife
Sheena, but perhaps that was intentional on
the playwright’s behalf? The play was a vehicle
to expose and ridicule the characters’ internal
form (rules), rather than to engage respectfully
with their feelings.

As Sheena, Debbie Griffiths portrayed a
pretentious, middle class obsessive who “must
drink to contradict”, eventually getting completely
(and convincingly) sloshed. Griffiths was in fine

form as the angry, disappointed spouse whose
husband has only ever under-achieved.

Tricia Osborne-King played the neurotic mother,
Edith with great skill. I loved her obsessive,
ridiculous cleaning which she used to “keep
calm”. And, having planned the special day
with military precision, Osborne-King brought
a lovely sense of pathos to the production when
all around her began to descend into anarchy.
Felix Catto as Francis, the stroke-afflicted
husband and father, managed to command
the attention of the audience with no lines and
limited movement – no mean feat – and Nomi

Bailey as the emotionally damaged daughter
of Sheena and Adam gave a lovely cameo
performance at the end of the play.

This was a very funny and thought provoking
piece of theatre, which included one of the best
fight scenes I have seen on the BLT stage in
recent seasons, (plaudits to Emma Christmas
for fight direction). Once the laughter had died
down, I left the theatre feeling somewhat
relieved that my own rules dashboard, and
indeed those of my nearest and dearest,
remain firmly out of sight.
– Hilary Cordery

(Review dedicated to the memory of Dennis Packham)



AUDITION NOTICE

Louis performs a short dance), art, theatre
and music - but mostly seduction (there are
two key seduction scenes). Lead role, likely
to be required at all rehearsals;

Power
by Nick Dear

Directed by Hilary Cordery
Performance dates:
Thu 13 - Sun 22 April 2017 at 7.45pm
(not Sunday 16)
Audition date:
Sun 11 December at 2pm

Power was one of the ‘must-see’ shows of
2003 when first performed at the National
Theatre.
Set in the court of Louis XIV of France, the
play charts the rite of passage of the ‘Sun
King’, from naive, tempestuous youth to
absolute monarch.

Dark, dazzling and passionate, this is a play
where power is sensual and of the flesh. A
beautiful apricot in a gilded box speaks
volumes as to where the power lies.
If you are an actor looking for an opportunity to take risks, (and to wear something
fabulous), please audition.
CHARACTERS ( in order of appearance):

Anne of Austria, mother of Louis XIV, (50s
/ early 60s): shrewd, imperious, domineering and politically astute. Adores Louis, the
son she never thought she would have.
Large role;
Philippe, ‘Monsieur’, younger brother of
Louis XIV, (20s / early 30s): Gay, camp,
loves outlandish clothes and make-up.
Married to Henriette but takes male lovers.
Medium role.
Louis XIV, King of France, (the ‘Sun King’)
(20s/early 30s): Initially enthralled to his
mother, Louis claims his position as king
during the play. Loves dance (note that

Henriette d’Angleterre, “Madam”, daughter of the executed Charles I of England
(20s / early 30s): flirty, promiscuous and
smart. Forced to move to France and marry
Phillipe who she detests. Involved in a
seduction scene. Large role;
Nicolas Fouquet, courtier and the richest
man in France ( 40s / early 50s): flamboyant, arrogant, mixes with poets, artists and
musicians and throws the best parties.
Initially a father figure to Louis. Large role;

Jean-Baptiste Colbert, courtier and
secretary to recently deceased Cardinal
Mazarin, (40s / 50s): “A mole burrowing
through his ledgers”, Colbert is the numbers
man and Fouquet’s nemesis. Knows that
information is power. Manipulative,
scheming, influential. Large role; and
Louise de la Valliere, Maid of Honour to
Henriette, ( late teens/ 20s): “Beautiful but
very shy” - an innocent at court who falls in
love with Louis. Involved in one seduction
scene. Medium role.
For further information and copies of the
script please contact director Hilary
Cordery on hilary@cordery.co.uk or 07767
662 664.
This production will be BLT’s entry for the
2017 Bromley Theatre Guild and Kent
Drama Association Full Length Play
festivals. For that reason, the director will
not be casting actors who have worked
professionally. Please speak to Artistic
Director Pauline Armour for further
clarification. •

Martin Phillips, James Mercer and Felix Catto in BLT’s
September 2016 production of Rules For Living

Audition Notice | In The Bar

Double Top

BLT membership for 2017 is now due. To be actively involved in the theatre, you must be a member. Members also get priority
booking for our shows. Membership is now available online, via www.bromleylittlethatre.org or you can complete and send us the form below:

Membership application form

By Ron Rose

Directed by Jessica-Ann Jenner
Performance dates:
Wed 29 Mar-Sun 2 Apr 2017 at 7.45pm
Audition date:
Sunday 11 December 2016 at 4pm

A women’s darts team, set up as part of a
self-awareness study, enter a knock-out
competition. Can they put aside their
differences, overcome their relationship
problems and throw the ever elusive
double top?

Set in and around a series of northern pubs
against a backdrop of classic 80s tunes, this
will be a highly entertaining production,
with some poignant moments thrown in.
Please note you do not need to be able to
play darts to audition … but cast members
may be required to carry out plenty of
research in pubs!
Marie (20s-30s) : Sociology student
conducting the self-awareness group.
Uptight and out of her comfort zone.

Chris, Jackie and Kath (40s-50s): Local,
working class women who love nothing
more than a sing-a-long with the jukebox,
each with their own list of problems to deal
with. (Northern accents required – exact
location will be decided based on which
accent all cast can do!)
The man (40s-50s): Playing a range of
male roles from pub landlord to professor
via police stripper gram, all male roles will
be played by one flexible (and not easily
embarrassed) man. (Range of accents and
voices needed).

For further information, please contact the
director Jessica-Ann Jenner: 07803 504 213
jessicaannjenner@gmail.com •

Adult £16: q

New application: q

Renewal: q

Family £35: q

Junior £6: q

Couple £25: q

Subscriptions apply to the period from January to December		

Couples: 2 adults at the same address (please list all below)
Family: membership for 2 adults and under 16s at the same address (please list all below)
Juniors: under 16s at start of the year of membership
Students: full-time, over 16 (evidence may be required)

Title

First name

Last name

Your contact details for Spotlights magazine delivery etc.

Date:

Student £6: q

Donation: £ .................

Are you interested in taking an active part in the theatre?
Please tick below any activities that may interest you
(no experience necessary!)

Office
use only

Please enclose a cheque and a stamped, self-addressed envelope
(NB: we cannot accept cash)

Name:

Address:
Tel:

Mobile:

Email:

Post Code:
Date:

Cheque enclosed for:

£

Please send your cheque (made payable to Bromley Little Theatre) and SAE to: Membership, Bromley Little Theatre, North Street, Bromley BR1 1SB

Spotlights magazine: the future!

W

e are about to review our Spotlights
magazine and, as part of this process,
we are welcoming the views and thoughts
of BLT members and non-members alike.
This will enable us to make the magazine
more engaging for our readers – to give
you more of what you want – and less of
what you don’t! Please take a few minutes
to complete and return the survey below:

q

What do you like most about Spotlights?
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
What features do you read in it?
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
What improvements or additional
features would you like to see?
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
How would you rate (out of 5) the
following areas (1 = poor, 5 = excellent):

q
q

Reviews:.............. Previews:......................................

Your name:................................................................
Your sex: M q F q
Your age:

Under 25

26-35
36-45

q
q
q

46-55

56-65
65+

Are you a BLT member? No q Yes q
Membership No.....................................................
Do you read every issue of Spotlights …

Always q Mostly q Rarely q Never q



Date of Birth
(if under 16)

(Office use only)
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Auditions

What do you like least about Spotlights?
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................

Auditions:........... Chair address/news................
Are you happy with the frequency of the
publication of Spotlights’?
Yes q No q

If no, how often would you prefer?
..........................................................................................
How would you feel if the magazine
became online only (ie, no paper copies)?
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................

Would you still like the printed
magazine if the same information were
available online? Yes q No q

If yes, would you be prepared to pay for it?
Yes q No q

If yes, how much per issue?..............................
Would you be happy for us to contact
you to discuss your response to this
questionnaire? No q Yes q

If so, how would you prefer to be contacted?
Email q Phone q Either q

Your email:................................................................
Your phone number: ..........................................
Do you have any other comments?

..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
Please return your completed questionnaire
to the collection box in the BLT bar or post
it to Bruce Wallace, c/o Bromley Little
Theatre, North Street, Bromley, Kent. BR1
1SB. All replies to be received by
16 December 2016 please.



Review
September 2016
Laura Ings Self, George Brown and Josh Ellison in BLT’s
September 2016 In The Bar production of Orphans.
Photography: Martin Phillips

D

ennis Kelly, the author of Orphans comes
from a London council estate and he is
best known for his dark style of writing.
Orphans was first staged in 2009 and the
story revolves around a family living on
what has been described as a ‘sink estate’.

10

Danny and Helen are sitting down to
an evening meal when her brother Liam
bursts into their flat, claiming that he
has come upon a person who has been
attacked. Both Danny and Helen are
initially taken in by his story but gradually
his account – like his bloodstained shirt
and description of the injured person’s
wounds – gets ripped apart. The uncovering
of the truth is partly due to Helen’s attempts
to stop Danny from calling the police, as
this could implicate her brother, who
would be ‘fitted up’ because he had a police
record. Helen has always protected her
brother from the law and wants Danny
to ‘man up’ to protect his family. Danny –
himself an assault victim – wants to help
the injured person, but is persuaded not
to call the police. Liam says he has always
looked up to Danny, a local lad with a good
job, and who has a strong relationship
with Helen. The couple have a little boy
and Helen tells Danny and Liam separately
that she is in the early weeks of pregnancy.

As Liam’s lies come to light, the unconscious
victim ‘speaks’: his ‘dead’ mobile phone
starts to ring and it turns out that he is an
Asian youth who was part of the gang that
attacked Danny. Liam then explains that
the person didn’t run away after he’d
attacked him, but had taken him to a
racist friend’s shed. Helen manipulates
the situation by telling Danny to go there
for the sake of their unborn child’s future,
release the injured party, and ensure that
he won’t tell the authorities what really
happened. Danny returns, sickened by
the discovery that the victim is not some
dodgy youth, but a middle-aged Asian man.
Helen finally loses it with her brother,
telling him that the vicious beating he once
gave a schoolboy prevented her from being
fostered by a doctor’s family. Liam is ordered
to leave the flat. In a final twist, Helen tells
Danny she has decided to keep the baby
and that they can grow as a family. Danny,
however, tells her to get rid of it.
As Helen, Laura Ings Self gave us a
convincing picture of a woman whose
priority is always her family, prepared to
manipulate people to keep them safe and,
in several scenes, she used her hands as
though she was performing puppetry to
great effect.

Danny was played by BLT debutant, Josh
Ellison and carefully showed us a good
citizen who just wants to work, come home
to his family and ignore what’s going on
outside his front door until forced to do
something he doesn’t want to do in order
to protect his family.
Another newcomer, George Brown,
skillfully portrayed Liam as a young man
with a veneer of nicety towards his ‘family’
but is exposed as a violent psychopath, no
better than the ‘monsters’ outside.

The simple set of table, four chairs and
side cabinet dressed with a young child’s
toys and scribbled wallpaper, immersed
us totally in that flat’s environment and
likewise, Tony Jenner’s careful direction
ensured that the audience stayed engrossed
in the unravelling events of the evening.
Having policed sink estates in South London
myself, I am only too aware of the plight
of those good ordinary people who have
to live with the ‘monsters’ outside their
front door. I thought that certain parts
of the play echoed my ideas of their
needs and aspirations.
Well done to the cast and director on a
powerful bar show. •
- Peter Yolland
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Joseph Spinks and Howie RIpley
(One Man, Two Guvnors)

Martin Phillips, Debbie Griffiths, Bethan Boxall,
Tricia Osborne-King, Felix Catto and Nomi Bailey in
BLT’s September 2016 production of Rules For Living

